Weller et al.: Farm bird detection probability

Appendix 1. Detection probability for skylark on Oamaru farms.

Figure A1. Example of a farm-level detection histogram and detection function curve for skylark
(Farm 6 – Oamaru cluster). The x-axis shows detection distance (m) out to truncation distance, the
y-axis shows detection probability. The histogram shows number of detections (not labelled) per
distance interval. The detection function g(x) was fitted to the histogram and the y-axis then scaled
to g(0) = 1. g(x) is shown for three example levels (maximum, average, minimum) of the
continuous covariate ‘wind speed’. The uppermost curve, resulting in the highest overall detection
probability, corresponds to the lowest wind speed, showing that skylark detectability decreased in
high winds on this farm.
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Appendix 2. Estimation of covariate effects on detectability.

In multiple covariate distance sampling as implemented in program Distance (Marques & Buckland
2003), covariates enter the distance model through a scale factor (sigma), which is a function of the
covariates zi : σ(zi ) = exp(β0+β1 z1+β2 z2+...), where β is a coefficient to be estimated (β0 = intercept;
in the case of a factor covariate, each level enters as an individual zi). A larger scale factor causes
the function to decline less steeply with increasing distance from the centre line, resulting in an
increased average detection probability / effective strip width. A sigma calculated using a single
level’s coefficient denotes the relative strength of influence (change of shape of the detection
function curve) of that covariate level. ‘Sigma ratios’ were calculated as the ratio between sigma at
a given level of the covariate and at the lowest of these levels (for factor covariates: season,
observer, habitat, heard/seen), or the ratio between sigma at the zero value of the covariate and
sigma at the average value (for continuous covariates: wind, minutes since sunrise).
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Table A1. Covariate scores (sum of Akaike weights of models containing the covariate) and sigma
ratios (relative magnitude of scale factor driven by the covariate, normalised to lowest value among
levels [factor covariates] or 0 [continuous covariates]) for covariates used in detection function
modelling. For factor covariates (season, observer, habitat, heard/seen), sigma ratios describe the
ratio between sigma at a covariate level and at the lowest of these levels (weight-averaged over the
model set), allowing levels to be ordered by increasing positive influence on detectability. For
continuous covariates (wind, minutes since sunrise) sigma ratios describe the ratio between sigma at
the zero value (no wind, or at sunrise) and sigma at the average value, thus a value of 1 corresponds
to no effect, <1 to a negative and >1 to a positive effect of the covariate on detectability.

Some values were capped: 98% of tabulated normalised sigmas for factor covariates were below 8;
the remaining 2% had values between 20 and 10 000. Sigma will asymptotically approach infinity
the ‘flatter’ the curve is, hence the estimate of sigma can become extremely large with little increase
in the actual effect. As interest lay primarily in the direction of influence of a covariate level rather
than in the magnitude, to enable the computation of averages, values > 8 were capped at 10
(13/675). Similarly, normalised sigmas for continuous covariate ‘wind’ were capped at 2 (2/48), and
those for continuous covariate ‘minutes’ at 3 (5/48). Capped values are denoted with an asterisk *.
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